
 

Have a good look 
There is a line of honey locust trees just outside our 
shop. They are covered in lichen. Find a magnifying lens 
hanging from a tree. Use it to look to see how the lichens 
attach themselves to the tree. Look for granules or black 
dots – these contain the spores (seeds) that help lichens 
to spread to other trees.  

Lichen on Benches 
Lichen can grow on virtually anything – around this 
Garden you can find them on trees, rocks and 
pavements. Wooden benches are a particular 
favourite of lichens. Have a look for lichen on this 
one along the Broadwalk.   
Lichen grow so fast on our benches that we have to 
sometimes wash them off as people don’t want to sit 
on them anymore. Would that bother you?  
 

Lichens that look like bandages 
Some lichens grow very slowly. 
So slowly that the expanding tree trunk grows 
faster than they do. 
Have a look at a beech tree – can you see how 
the whitewash lichen has been stretched so much 
that it looks like a sticking plaster.  
 

Script Lichen 
There’s a tree in our Springwoods that is covered in a 
lichen that looks like the tree fairies have written all 
over it. Look for the number 4 sign to find the ash tree. 
Can you read any of the words? 
 

What do you think the mysterious writing says? 
‘Hello’?, ‘I am a lichen’?, ‘I love lichen’ ??  
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Dye-ing to see Lichen  
Lichens have been extensively used to dye textiles – 
yellows, reds and even purple dyes have been 
obtained from different lichen species. Parmelia 
saxatilis, known as Grey Crottle in Scotland, produces 
a reddish brown colour that is still used to dye Harris 
Tweed. It forms large colonies on the Spotted Dolerite 
in the Rock of Ages. 
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Bird Poop Lichen 
Some birds like to perch on a particular spot, where they 
can look for food and sing. Where they poop, a particular 
lichen likes to grow. This is the bird poop lichen. It is 
yellow and stands out on the grey rock. You can find it on 
the rocks along our Broadwalk, including the rocks by the 
number  

 

The Garden is covered in fascinating lichen.  

Use the map to look for signs with numbers 
– these will help you meet a few of our 

favourite lichens   
 

What is a lichen? 
A lichen is two living things in the same body – a fungus and a plant. 

They both need each other to survive. The alga makes food from 
sunlight, whilst the fungus forms the structure of their home, 

protecting the alga from drying out. 
Pollution affects lichens, usually by killing them. Luckily, the air in this 

part of Wales is really clean so there are lots of different types of 
lichen here. 
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The Lichen Trail 
 

Lichen Art 
This painting is artist Julie Sheriden’s 
interpretation of the lichens on a rock along 
the Broadwalk – number 1. Go and look to see 
if you can see the actual lichens she painted. 
You can hear her talking about this painting on 

this QR code…...  
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